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SOAR - Architecture

- SOAR is a general problem solving architecture
- It uses heuristic search as solving paradigm
- The architecture is composed by five elements:
  - A production rules engine (stores the knowledge during the resolution and the results of the learning process)
  - Working memory (stores the current resolution)
  - Working memory manager (manipulates the working memory using the production rules)
  - Decision mechanism (allows to pick a resolution path in case of conflict)
  - A chunking mechanism (builds new rules from the resolution)
SOAR - Architecture
SOAR - Memory

- Stores different objects:
  - Context stack (represents the different points of resolution of the problem). Each element includes: The goal to solve, the space of problems (domain), the current state and the operator to apply
  - Working objects (Goals to accomplish, states achieved, ...)
  - Preferences about the resolution path (control information that allow to make decisions)
SOAR - Memory
The resolution mechanism is a production rule engine

1. **Elaboration phase:** Given a context and a goal the applicable operators are determined and applied in parallel.
2. **Decision phase:** Results are evaluated and the best is pick based on the domain knowledge and the control information available.

If no decision can be taken an **impasse** happens. The decision taken to solve it will be the input to the learning mechanism.
TO solve the *impasses* will be the goal of the EBL mechanism, four kind of *impasse* are considered

**Tie impasse:** Some operators are possible and no information is available to decide

**Conflict impasse:** Some operators lead to contradictory states

**No change impasse:** The available operators do not allow to advance in the resolution process

**Rejection impasse:** The available operators do not solve the problem and there are no more available options
The goal is to learn the conditions that lead to the *impasse* and learn rules that can reduce them, these conditions are obtained from the resolution trace.

The trace is generalized following these constraints:
- The same goal is substituted by the same variable
- Different objects will use different variables
- Different variables cannot be unified to the same object

The control rules will be built using the generalized trace. These rules will be optimized to reduce the cost of using them (conditions reorganization to reduce the pattern matching cost, structuring the conditions in a decision tree, moving the more restrictive conditions to the beginning of the rules, ...).
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Cycle
0  G: G1 [Solve the eight puzzle]
1  P: P1 [Eight-Puzzle]
2  S: S1
3  G: G2 (Tie impasse, operators {01[down] 02[left] 03[right]})
4  P: P2 [Selection]
5  S: SS1
6  O: O4 [evaluate-object[01[down]]]
7  G: G3 (No-change impasse, operator)
   eval*select-role-operator
   • (goal G2 +operator O4)
   • (operator O4 +name evaluate-object +desired D1
      +role operator +superoperator O1
      +superproblem-space P1 +superstate S1)
   -->
8  P: P1 [Eight-Puzzle]
9  S: S1
10 O: O1 [down]
    create-new-state
    • (problem-space P1 +name eight-puzzle)
    • (operator O1 +name move-tile +adjacent-cell C1)
    • (state S1 +binding B1 +binding B2)
    • (binding B1 +tile T1 +cell C2)
    • (tile T1 +name blank)
    • (binding B2 +tile T2 +cell C1)
    -->
11 S: S2
    eval*state-plus-one
    (problem-space P1 +name eight-puzzle)
    (operator O4 +name evaluate-object
     +desired D1 +evaluation E1)
    • (desired D1 +binding DB1)
    • (binding DB1 +cell C2 +tile T2)
    • (cell C2 +cell C1)
    -->
12 O: O5 [evaluate-object[02[left]]]
(sp p0038
  • (goal <G2> ↑operator <O4>)
  • (operator <O4> ↑name evaluate-object ↑role operator
    ↑superproblem-space <P1> ↑superstate <S1>
    ↑superoperator <O1> ↑evaluation <E1> ↑desired <D1>)
  • (problem-space <P1> ↑name eight-puzzle)
  • (operator <O1> ↑adjacent-cell <C1>)
  • (state <S1> ↑binding <B1> ↑binding { <> <B1> <B2> })
  • (binding <B1> ↑tile <T1> ↑cell <C2>)
  • (tile <T1> ↑name blank)
  • (binding <B2> ↑cell { <> <C2> <C1> } ↑tile { <> <T1> <T2> })
  • (cell <C2> ↑cell <C1>)
  • (desired <D1> ↑binding <DB1>)
  • (binding <DB1> ↑cell <C2> ↑tile <T2>)
  -->
  (evaluation <E1> ↑value 1))